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COMING EVENTS (subject to change) 

09 Feb: Hutt Biographical Index – Lynly Yates 
16 Feb: Hutt Biographical Index – Lynly Yates 

08 Mar: Beginner Genealogy - Warwick Johnston 
15 Mar: Beginner Genealogy - Warwick Johnston 
 

Evening meeting doors open 7 pm notices begin 7.30 pm speakers begin about 8 pm 
(approx 1 hour) 

Day meeting doors open 9.30am notices begin 10am speaker begins about 10.30am 
(approx 1 hour). Please note the library does not open until 10am. 

 

THIS MONTH'S EVENT 

Evening and Morning Meetings 

 Lynly will talk about the Hutt Valley Biographical Index and Genealogies (HBIG) at 
both the  feb meetings. Its is  aimed to be a collectionof early settlers genealogies and 
historical informaqtion covering the Hutt Valley. It will contain pdf documents and Lynly will 
show also us a draft website structure.  

 

GENEALOGY/FAMILY HISTORY HELPERS AVAILABLE AT PETONE LIBRARY 

� 10am -12pm  

� Wednesdays – 22 Feb, 7 March, 28 March, 18 April 

� Saturdays – 4 Feb, 3 March, 14 April  

If there is anyone else interested in helping please contact Marie Perham  
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FAREWELL TWO OF OUR MEMBERS 

 Last year we lost two of our members: 

DON SMART became a member of our branch in 2002 

CAROL DAWN GIBSON joined the group in 1992. She was a member of the committee for 
a while organising the round robin circulation. 

 Our condolences to their families and friends 
 

CONGRATULATIONS JAN GOW 

 Jan has been awarded the Queen's Services Medal recognising her services to 
geneological research 
 

OPEN INVITATION TO THE FIRST REGIONAL MEETING FOR 2012 

 Saturday 18 February at the Taonui School hall, in Waughs Road, Feilding. 

 It is expected that discussion  will be after lunch 

 This meeting will be open to ALL** interested parties for discussion and 
understanding about the ‘Constitution Draft rules.’  

 The Constitution committee have been looking at these over the past year on behalf 
of the NZSG. 

 This also affects non NZSG members so any Branch/Group, non NZSG members are 
welcome to attend for this meeting only. 

 These draft rules were released the week before Christmas for you to look at and 
consider for voting on. The Closing date for submitting questions/comments was on Friday 3 
Feb before the open forum on the following Friday 10 February in Auckland. 

 The CRC will then look at the questions/comments over the weekend 11 and 12 
February before their final draft is to be looked over legally and then presented for voting on 
by the NZSG members.  

 There will be two members of the Constitutional committee there to help you 
understand these rules before the proposed vote on them in March for the AGM this year in 
Wairakei. 

 For catering purposed please let us know before Wednesday 15 February. 

For more details and if you are interested in attending, please contact the editor 
sjsc@clear.net.nz  

 

 

NZSG IRISH INTEREST GROUP 25TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS (in AUCKLAND) 

 Family and History research Weekend  

 25
th

 & 26
th

 February 

 NZSG Research Centre Library, 1
st
 floor 159 Queens Road, Panmure, Auckland 

 10am-4pm daily 

 contact: IrishSIG@genealogy.org.nz  
 

RESEARCH DAY 

 31 March at Petone Community Centre 
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HUTT OLDER PERSONS' EXPO 

 14 April 10am-4pm, Hutt Town and Horticulture Hall  
 

THE 2012 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING AND CONFERENCE ON THE NZSG 

VOLCANIC TAUPO – STEAMING AHEAD 

 This year's conference will be held in Taupo at the Wairakei Resort during Queens 
Birthday Weekend 1-4 June. 

 The keynote speaker will be Dr Nick Barrett – British author, broadcaster, historian 
and professional genealogist, well known for his work on the “Who do you think you are?” 
BBC television series. 

 Earlybird registrations need to be in by 11 March. 

 Registration forms are available in the January/February issue of the New Zealand 
Genealogist or on the website - www.genealogy.org.nz 

 

NEW IN THE LIBRARY 

� Migrant Ships to New Zealand 1900-1930 by Peter Plowman 

 This is a comprehensive list, with photos, of ships which brought migrants mostly from 
the UK around the beginning of last century. It tells you just about everything you need to 
know about these ships except of course, who was on it. 

 If your ancestors came out earlier or later than these dates, chances are you might 
still find their ship in this book. 

 'Ancestry' and 'FindmyPast' are the best websites to look for passenger lists from this 
period. 

� Check out the branch's CD collection. We have 'Stone's Directory 1892-1900' and 'NZ 
Settlers.' We hope to also get CDs for Otago and Canterbury and we are updating the 
Wellington Shipping CDs 

 

UPDATE ON THE TAITA CEMETERY REGISTER VOLUME 1 PARTS 1 TO 8.XLS 
 
 Thank you very much for the work done by the society members. This is greatly 
appreciated. 

 Thank you also for your helpful comments, we will take these into account when 
planning the transcription of the subsequent volumes of registers. There may well need to 
be changes to the data structure for later volumes as styles of entry or format changed over 
time. 

 Regarding the names in one field, this is to keep consistency with the printed register, 
rather than splitting them into surnames and other names. This will be done when we are 
processing the data for migration to the online database. 

 It is also interesting to see the kinds of statistics that can be produced, such as the 
percentage of child deaths. It makes you wonder at the impact of such a high rate of child 
mortality. 

 Currently I am preparing to interview candidates for the two fixed term positions to 
match the register data with the various paper records. I hope that we will have staff on 
board by the beginning of March (if not earlier). 
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 After we have completed the recruitment process I will turn my attention to preparing 
the other register volumes for transcription. I will be in touch with you again when I have 
those ready for you to distribute to your members. 

 Chris Gousmet, Corporate Information Manager, Hutt City Council 
 

NZSG AND RULE CHANGES 

 To View the proposed change of rules, refer to the website www.genealogy.org.nz 

 You must log in first. Then scroll down to the bottom of the page to 'Latest News, 
Constitutional Review Meeting 10 Feb'. Click on that and then scroll down to bottom of the 
page where you can click on 'NZSG draft rules'. 

 Please read carefully and consider how you will vote on these proposed change 

NZSG CONSTITUTION REVIEW  

 Members' opportunity to make submissions on the proposed NZSG constitution 
closed on 3 February. Thank you to Hutt Valley members who made submissions on this 
important matter affecting organised family history in New Zealand.  

The next steps are: 

� Friday 10 February - the review committee will hold an open forum at the Family 
Research Centre in Auckland.  

� 11 & 12 February review committee finalises their recommendations  

� Saturday 18 February - there will be a discussion about the proposals at the NZSG 
regional meeting on Saturday 18 February at Taonui, Feilding. (See ''Open Invitation 
above) Two of the review committee will be there, and branch members are welcome 
to attend. 

� Date to be decided - postal ballot by members.  

 Several members of the Committee have made suggestions on the draft rules. We 
must now await the outcome. It is clear our Branch will have to make some major decisions 
later in the year if the draft becomes reality. While the proposals give us more autonomy in 
our operations, there are areas of concern that have not been spelled out because NZSG 
has yet to make decisions ( Access to NZSG materials/ Size of levies on Affiliated 
Groups/involvement with Affiliated Groups are some such issues). We may well have to 
revise our own Rules with possible legal expenses. 

Alistair and Terry 
 

WHAT CHANGES AFTER DEVASTATING EARTHQUAKES? - Suzanne Cummings 

 The latest issue of the New Zealand Genealogist has an interesting article on the 
Napier/Hastings earthquake written by Heidi Kuglin and Graham Langton. They note some 
striking similarities between that earthquake and the Canterbury earthquakes. 

 The earthquake in Hawkes Bay was at 10.47am on the 3
rd

 of February 1931 – eighty 
one years ago. 

 It was interesting at the Hastings Genealogy Conference in 2004 listening to a 
historian retell some of the eye witness accounts she had recorded over the years – what 
people were doing at the time, what they saw, how they felt and reacted. Plenty has being 
recorded already about peoples' experiences in the Canterbury earthquakes. 

 I had a great aunt from Napier who told me her story. She had gold coins that she 
carried with her in her purse everywhere she went. She lost them in the Napier earthquake. 
She told me that if she had left them at home instead of taking them to work with her, she 
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would have still had them. If she was alive today, I would ask her a whole lot of questions:  
Where did she work? Was anyone in her building killed? How did she get out? But I was 
more interested in thinking about how I might be able to find this gold. Would it be buried 
under a building somewhere? 

 No doubt, like Christchurch, there was a huge dumping ground for all this rubble and 
if the demolition guys didn't find her gold, it would take more than a 19

th
 century Chinese 

gold mining band to go through the tailings to find them. 

 Napier and Hastings were rebuilt with wider streets and better buildings and we now 
have an Art Deco city. Around this time of the year there is the annual Art Deco weekend  
(this year it is 14th-19

th
 Feb) – a not too serious celebration of the Art deco style. Napier 

gleams with classic cars and aircraft of this era. People dress  in Deco style bringing 
glamour and elegance to this unique festival which attracts  people from many overseas 
countries. It is a fascinating glimpse into the past. 

 

 I had already booked my trip down to Christchurch a week after the September 2010 
before the first earthquake occurred. My family took me on tours of the damaged areas and 
it looked bad. But even with the aftershocks, it didn't seem all that bad and there was no loss 
of life. 

 A year later I was back again. This time I found it devastating. The church where my 
brother was married and where we had my mother's funeral was completely gone – there 
wasn't even any rubble there. About half of the shopping area near where I had lived has 
been cleared too and one of my brothers is now in a red zone. 

 We drove around pot holes, gazing at abandoned houses on overgrown sections, 
mangled bridges and empty spaces where familiar landmarks once were. 

 No doubt, Christchurch will be rebuilt a better city. And who knows? In 80 years time 
people could for one weekend a year be celebrating the 2010s architecture, driving around 
in gleaming 2010 model cars. Woman could be wearing black leggings, tops with long 
uneven pointed hemlines, high healed platform shoes and hard hats, and men sporting no1 
haircuts wearing whatever they think the fashion of our day was and Bob Parker jackets. 

 

 This foot bridge across the Avon river (which is not as wide at this point as it used to 
be) could still be there in 80 years time. The plan is to leave it as is.  
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WEBSITES/ WEB NEWS 

 

CHRISTCHURCH TELEPHONE DIRECTORY 

 Here's an interesting link if you have Christchurch area connections. Christchurch City 
Libraries have the Telephone directory for Christchurch and surrounding areas – 1922  
http://christchurchcitylibraries.com/DigitalCollection/Publications/Directories/Telephone1922/  

 - Terry 
 

NELSON PHOTOGRAPHS 

 The Nelson Provincial Museum online photographic collection has been expanded. 
 While I have had a number of delightful prints from the NPM in the past, the online 
collection reveals more photos of our family that I have not seen before. So, if you have 
Nelson connections have a look around. 

 Go to http://www.nelsonmuseum.co.nz/resources/collectionsonline.htm The simple search is a 
good place to start. Because the photographers were not consistent in their spellings, the 
wildcard * is a useful tool.  - Terry Stock  

 

ARCHIVES NEW ZEALAND NEW INFO SHEETS 

 Archives NZ has released three new Info Sheets (one page, double sided) on 
their holdings on various subjects: 

No 9: Valuation Rolls 

 No 10: Special Settlements: including Albertland, Bay of Islands, Jacksons Bay, 
Karamea, Katikati, Puhoi, Stewart Island, Waipu, and in the Manawatu Palmerston North, 
Feilding & 40/70 Mile Bush. 

 No 11: Incorporated Societies (historic only!) 
 
 

UK NATIONAL ARCHIVES DOCUMENTS ONLINE 

 I recently used the new NZSG free service that provides members with copies from 
UK National Archives Documents Online.  

 The UK National Archives has an online database of digital images of wills (probate 
records), Cabinet records, pictures, photographs and historical documents from the Public 
Record Office.  It contains military records, wills, war diaries, seaman’s medals and more. 

 I was able to obtain a copy of the will / probate of my great great great grandmother 
Eliza Shallcrass, nee Davis, who died in London in 1855. The will is at first sight 
unremarkable but a second document seems to claim that some additions were made to it 
that were not there when the will was signed by the witnesses. I will need to look a bit further 
into this! 

 The process is to identify the documents of interest to you at 
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/  and then place your order with NZSG. 

 It is hoped that it will soon become a NZSG members do-it-yourself service. But in the 
meantime the current arrangement worked well for me. - Terry Stock  

 

HUTT NEWS ON PAPERSPAST 

 The Hutt News is already on Papers Past for 1927-1933. During 2012 this online 
collection will be extended to 1945. http://paperspast.natlib.govt.nz/cgi-bin/  
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WHAT IS A “DIT” NAME?  - Terry Stock 

 Wikipedia talks about its use in French Canada. Some of the examples have a 
French flavour!  Nick name? But it's more complicated than that too. Family Search has 
quite a lot about it:  

In French-speaking areas of Canada, individuals may have taken a second surname. 
In the records this may be preceded by dit. This common practice was to distinguish 
between families with common surnames like ROY who were not related at all, or to 
distinguish between branches of the same family. Sometimes a branch of the family 
adopted the dit name as the family name, and dropped the original surname.  

 

NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS! 
 
 This is a new insight into New Year Resolutions, for Family Historians, which may be 
appropriate. Apparently many of our ancestors in the past made 'New Years resolutions' 
along the following lines. 

 They did it to confuse, and confound us later researchers of family information: 

1. No man is truly well-educated unless he learns to spell his name at least three 
different ways within the same document. I resolve to give the appearance of being 
extremely well-educated in the coming year. 

2. I will also be totally inconsistent in the use of my "dit" name. 

3. I resolve to see to it that all of my children will have the same given names that my 
ancestors and cousins have used for six generations in a row. 

4. My age is no one's business but my own. I hereby resolve to never list the same age 
or birth year twice on any document. 

5. I resolve to have each of my children baptized in a different church or in a different 
parish. Every third child will not be baptized at all or will be baptized by an itinerant 
missionary who keeps no records. 

6. If a child should die, I will give the next child born the same name. Girls will all be 
named Marie. Marie-Josèphe and Joseph-Marie will be good names for my children. 

7. I resolve that if my beloved wife Marie-Catherine should die, I will marry another 
Marie-Catherine. I will see that she write her name Marie, Marie-Catherine, Catherine, 
and Catherine-Marie in different documents.  

8. I will name all the children of my second marriage with the same names as the 
children of my first marriage. Each Jean-Baptiste with thus have several brothers and 
half-brothers as well as cousins and other relatives, plus moi, named Jean-Baptiste, 
all with the same surname. Again, I will see that they be inconsistent in the use of the 
"dit" name.)  

9. If I emigrate to the U.S. I resolve to move to a new town, new county, or new state at 
least once every 10 years--just before those pesky census enumerators come around 
asking silly questions. 

10. I will make every attempt to reside in counties and towns where no vital records are 
maintained or where the courthouse burns down every few years. 

11. I resolve to join an obscure religious cult that does not believe in record keeping or in 
participating in military service. 

12. If a census enumerator does come to my door, I'll loan him my pen, which has been 
dipped in rapidly fading blue ink. I will also find that I can only guess at my children's 
ages-and even their names. 

13. I will not take pictures of the family. If I do, I will not identify the people in the photos. 
If anyone does not know who the people are, they have no business nosing through 
the album. 
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14. I resolve not to make a will. Who needs to spend money on lowlifes like lawyers? 

15. I resolve that when I die, my tombstone will be made of soft stone with shallow 
engraving so that it is guaranteed to weather away as quickly as possible and 
become ILLEGIBLE. This will be done to confuse cemetery transcribers and force 
them to list my grave as UNKNOWN. 

 

A HAPPY AND SUCCESSFUL NEW YEAR TO ALL 
 


